
Diamond: the Fourth Cut 
Technical Account and Methodology 
 

What is Diamond? 
Diamond is designed to answer two questions: 
- Does the workforce on UK productions, both on and off-screen, reflect the diversity of 

the UK population? 
- Are audiences seeing themselves reflected on-screen? 

 
With the support of production companies, Diamond collects diversity data directly from 
cast and crew working on TV programmes (actual data), as well as information about how 
those on-screen might be perceived by viewing audiences (perceived data). 
 

Diamond data collection 

Scope 

Diamond collects data on: 

 UK original productions commissioned by BBC, ITV, Channel 4, C5/ViacomCBS and 
Sky. 

 All genres (although we do not currently report on  sport or news) 

 A large number of on and off-screen TV production roles (see Appendix 2) 

 Programmes broadcast across the following channels  
BBC One, BBC Two, BBC Scotland, CBBC, CBeebies, CITV, GMTV1, GMTV2, ITV Encore, ITV1, 
ITV2, ITV3, ITV4, ITVBe, 4seven, Channel4, E4, Film Four, More 4, 5 Star, Channel5, Challenge 
TV, Paramount Network, Pick TV, Real Lives, Sky Arts, Sky Atlantic, Sky One, Sky Two, Sky 
Witness1 

 six diversity characteristics: gender, gender identity, age, ethnicity, disability and 
sexual orientation. 
 

Diamond does not collect data on: 

 Programmes which have not been commissioned by the five Diamond broadcasters 

 People working across broadcasting more generally, outside of production (Diamond 
data are not overall workforce statistics) 

 People who do not make a significant contribution to a programme (for example, 
someone who plays a part in a crowd scene) 

 
More information about what is and isn’t collected can be found in the guidance notes 
issued to producers. 
 

How do we collect the data? 

Data is collected via an online platform called Silvermouse, which is also used by most of the 
broadcasters for the collection of other production information.  

                                                           
1 Channels have remained constant since launch with the exception of 

 BBC Scotland commenced in March 2019 

 Paramount Network commenced January 2020 

 5Spike was included from Feb 2016 – January 2020 

https://creativediversitynetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Diamond_Guidelines_2018-FINAL.pdf


 
Actual data: Production companies are required to enter the role, name and email address 
of each person (contributor) who works or appears on their programme. Silvermouse sends 
an email to all these contributors, inviting them to complete a Diamond diversity form (see 
Appendix 1). 
 
Once a diversity form has been completed by the contributor, the diversity details within it 
are matched to each programme where that contributor works or appears (including 
programmes they may have made previously). After 2 years, the diversity data is 
anonymised and the contributor will be asked to complete a new diversity form. 
 
Parents and guardians complete Diamond diversity forms for contributors under the age of 
18 (we do not collect data about gender identity or sexual orientation for those under 13). 
We have provision for authorised representatives to provide diversity data on behalf of 
vulnerable adults2. 

 

Perceived data: producers are responsible for providing ‘perceived data’ about the 
programmes they make. Producers record the diversity characteristics of on-screen 
contributors as viewers might see or hear them. In the guidance notes for producers, there 
are detailed instructions about how this should be done. Producers are not allowed to use 
any prior knowledge about any of the contributors or characters, but should provide the 
information as if they were an audience member watching the programme for the first time. 
For scripted programmes, this will be data relating to the characters being portrayed, rather 
than the actors playing them.  
  

Role types in Diamond 

Contributors can be assigned to one or more of over 100 roles in Diamond. The full list of 
roles can be found at Appendix 2. 
 
Production companies are asked to provide a name and email address for every person who 
is making a significant contribution to their programme. For each programme, there are a 
number of ‘mandatory’ roles which Silvermouse requires to be entered. Broadcasters are 
responsible for ensuring that production companies are entering all relevant roles along 
with names and email addresses so that a diversity form can be sent to as many people as 
possible. 
 

The 2019-20 Diamond sample (Fourth Cut) 
Diamond collected contact details for 130,069 individuals who were involved in the 
production of TV programmes which were transmitted between 1 August 2019 and 31 July 
2020. From those individuals we received 36,503 (29%) completed Diamond diversity forms 
from people who collectively made over 740,000 contributions to those transmitted 
programmes. 
 

                                                           
2 As defined under the Mental Capacity Act 2005 

https://creativediversitynetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Diamond_Guidelines_2018-FINAL.pdf


Diamond sample sizes for the last four years are below. The diversity forms and 
contributions relate to people working on programmes broadcast within the given reporting 
period. 
 

Year Diversity forms Contributions Overall completion 
rate 

1:  15 August 2016 – 30 July 20173 7,264 101,515 25% 

2:   1 August 2017 – 31 July 20184 20,715 442,497 26% 

3: 1 August 2018 – 31 July 20195 30,901 648,159 28.3% 

4: 1 August 2019 – 31 July 2020 36,503 742,076 29% 

 
 
All five broadcasters are well represented in the 2019-20 sample. The proportion of people 
choosing to complete a Diamond diversity form is consistent across all broadcasters 
(between 28% and 31%). Because of the high number of original productions commissioned 
by the BBC, their programmes account for over 40% of all Diamond data in 2019-20. 
 
All genres are also well represented in the 2019-20 sample. The proportion of people 
choosing to complete a Diamond diversity form is consistent (between 26% and 34%) across 
children’s, comedy, current affairs, drama, entertainment, factual, factual entertainment, 
lifestyle, religion and arts programmes. The proportion of people completing a diversity 
form in education programmes is 41%. 
 
Finally, the 2019-20 sample includes a broad range of on and off-screen roles – from 
directors, writers and camera operators, to presenters, actors and stunt artists. Here 
participation rates are more variable: for example, people who worked as lighting directors 
on 2019-20 programmes had a lower Diamond participation rate than those working as 
series directors and heads of production.  Those working off-screen are generally more likely 
to participate in Diamond than those working in on-screen roles. We continue to work to 
increase the number of diversity forms completed. 
 

Reporting 
The Silvermouse outputs available to CDN come in a fixed template which has been 
approved by Diamond broadcasters and provides cross-industry data, aggregated for 
publication. 
 
As part of this output we receive  

 Summary information such as how many names and emails have been entered into 
Silvermouse for Diamond purposes, how many people have opted out and how 
many people have completed a form in Diamond. 

 Diversity data: a breakdown of the proportion of contributions to programmes that 
were made by people with different characteristics, and a breakdown of the 

                                                           
3 Diamond: the First Cut update 
4 Diamond: the Second Cut update 
5 Diamond: the Third Cut 

https://creativediversitynetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Diamond_theFirstCut_2018_v5.pdf
https://creativediversitynetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/TheDiamondReport_TheSecondCut_update-June2019-006.pdf
https://creativediversitynetwork.com/diamond/diamond-reports/diamond-the-third-cut-report/


proportion of diversity forms that were provided by people with different 
characteristics. 

 
Contributions are similar to a programme credit. Each programme contribution is assigned 
the diversity characteristics of the individual who made that contribution. A single 
contribution relates to a transmission of a single programme or episode.  
 
Diversity forms contain the diversity characteristics of individual contributors. Each diversity 
form is linked to at least one contribution. If a contributor works on more than one episode 
or programme then their diversity characteristics will be linked to multiple contributions 
 
CDN currently focuses its reporting on contributions. We do this because it enables us to 
explore the extent of the impact that people with different diversity characteristics are 
having across TV production. An alternative way to report the data is to use the diversity 
forms to describe the characteristics of individuals working in TV production. This would 
give an estimate of the composition of those making programmes, but it would not provide 
any information on the extent of the contributions made by different groups over the 12-
month period. 
 
Although there often appears to be something of an alignment between the proportions of 
diversity characteristics in (i) contributions being made, and (ii) those submitting diversity 
forms, this is not always the case.  
 

Statistical analysis and data quality 
CDN is committed to the transparent and regular reporting of Diamond data. CDN continues 
to work with researchers and statisticians on the analysis of our data and in reviewing data 
quality.6 
 
This fourth annual report presents ‘Actual’ diversity data for 742,076 contributions made to 
TV programmes broadcast between 1 August 2019 and 31 July 2020. These 742,076 
contributions can be thought of as a sample of all the contributions that went into making 
all the TV programmes shown by the five broadcasters during that period. The diversity 
characteristics of those 742,076 contributions can be thought of as estimates of the ‘true’ 
diversity characteristics of all contributions made to TV programmes shown that year. As 
with any sample, it is important to understand the degree of certainty around those 
estimates, and any bias in the data collection process that may be affecting our results. 
 

Understanding certainty 

To give an indication of how certain our estimates are, we calculate ‘margins of error’. 
Because the Diamond sample size is large, the margins of error around our main estimates 
are small. This means that providing there is no substantial bias affecting the results,  
Diamond diversity estimates are likely to be close to the ‘true’ diversity characteristics of all 
contributions made to UK originated TV programmes shown by the five broadcasters in 
2019-20. 

                                                           
6 For Diamond outputs in year 1 and 2, Quality Reviews were carried out by NatCen Social Research. The 
reports can be found here and here 

https://creativediversitynetwork.com/diversity-in-practice/resources/natcen-quality-review/
https://creativediversitynetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Project-Diamond-QA-review_FINAL.pdf


 
For example, in this report we estimate that 8.2% of on-screen contributions made to TV 
programmes shown in 2019-20 were made by disabled people. The margin of error 
associated with this estimate is 0.1%. This means that we are 95% confident that the ‘true’ 
proportion of all on-screen contributions made by disabled people lies between 8.1% and 
8.3%. If there are no other sources of error in the data collection, then we can be confident 
that our estimate is accurate. If the Diamond sample size was to increase, the margins of 
error around our estimates would decrease further. 
 

Understanding potential bias 

A margin of error does not capture any error in estimates that is due to bias. Bias occurs 
when the way in which a study is designed or carried out leads to the results being skewed 
in some way. Data collection exercises like Diamond are prone to the problem of non-
response bias, which occurs when there is a systematic underlying reason why some people 
are less likely to complete a diversity form than others. For example, if disabled people were 
less likely to complete a diversity form than non-disabled people, then our estimate of the 
proportion of contributions to TV programmes made by disabled people would be an under-
estimate. 
 
A challenge for Diamond is therefore to understand whether the diversity estimates 
produced by a sample of around 36,000 people can be generalised to the full population of 
around 130,000 people whose details are stored in Silvermouse and who were invited to 
complete a diversity form (and indeed the extent to which those 130,000 people are 
themselves representative of the overall TV production workforce). As with most data 
collection exercises with a completion rate below 100%, it is difficult to gauge whether non-
response is present and if it is, what effect it may be having on our diversity estimates. Non-
response bias may apply to different groups in different ways: for example, disabled people 
may be less likely to fill in a Diamond form than non-disabled people, while women may be 
more likely to complete a form than men. 
 
Although we presently have no clear indication of any bias in our results, we will continue to 
monitor this. The Diamond broadcasters and CDN will also continue to work with production 
teams to find effective ways to increase the Diamond sample size.  
 
In the meantime, we know that Diamond presents a detailed picture of the characteristics of 
over 36,000 people working or appearing in UK television productions. It is able to highlight 
important issues for the industry to address, particularly by making comparisons between 
different groups in the Diamond sample. 
 

Comparisons between groups 

The proportion of people who choose to complete a Diamond diversity form is consistent 
across broadcasters and genres, and the overall completion rate is stable over time. This 
means that Diamond can make valid comparisons between different groups within the 
sample. We can be highly confident in our estimates of the differences in diversity 
characteristics between broadcasters, between genres and over time. 
 



For example, in this report we estimate that the proportion of on-screen contributions 
made by disabled people increased from 7.8% in 2018-19 to 8.2% in 2019-20. While this 
increase is small, it is statistically significant. This means it is likely to reflect a ‘true’, small, 
increase in the proportion of on-screen contributions made by disabled people, rather than 
random variation caused by differences in the samples of people who had chosen to 
complete a Diamond form each year. While the estimates themselves (7.8% and 8.2%) could 
potentially be affected by any non-response bias, the percentage increase from one year to 
the next is likely to be a valid estimate of change over time (because the effects of any non-
response bias would likely apply in a consistent way from year to year).  
 
Our full fourth year data release which accompanies Diamond: the Fourth Cut includes 
calculated margins of error, as well as diversity data relating to diversity forms. This can be 
found here. 
 

Data Privacy and Security 
Diamond has been designed to protect individuals’ anonymity. The data we collect are 
encrypted and held securely and used to produce reports about the industry. The reports 
generated for CDN are aggregated and anonymous. 
 
Outputs are automatically redacted when sample sizes are low (relates to fewer than 5 
people for gender and age, and fewer than 10 people for gender identity, ethnicity, 
disability and sexual orientation). Depending on the context and the overall sample being 
considered, CDN will occasionally apply additional redaction or obfuscate data it publishes, 
in the name of privacy. 
 
Information about Diamond with the link to our privacy notices and privacy policy is 
embedded in all Pact approved broadcaster contracts and release forms. At the point of 
submitting data to Diamond, contributors are asked to review our privacy notices and 
policies before consenting for their data to be stored and used. 
 
Diamond is voluntary and contributors are able to opt-out of Diamond (where they will no 
longer receive requests to complete a diversity form in Diamond). It is also possible for 
contributors to limit what they share in Diamond by opting to ‘prefer not to disclose’ some 
(or all) of their characteristics on their diversity form. 
 

 

Additional Resources 
Fourth Cut  
Guidance notes for production companies 
Privacy notices and policy 
Other CDN Diamond reports 

 
  

https://creativediversitynetwork.com/diamond/diamond-reports/the-fourth-cut/
https://creativediversitynetwork.com/diamond/diamond-faq/contributors/
https://creativediversitynetwork.com/diamond/diamond-reports/the-fourth-cut/
https://creativediversitynetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Diamond_Guidelines_2018-FINAL.pdf
https://creativediversitynetwork.com/diamond/diamond-faq/contributors/
https://creativediversitynetwork.com/diamond/diamond-reports/


Appendix 1:Diamond Diversity Form 
Category Options 

Gender 

 

 

What is your gender? 

● Male 
● Female 
● Other (e.g. Intersex, non-binary) 
 

Date of 

Birth 

What is your date of birth? 

● Date of birth  

Gender 

identity 

Is your gender identity the same as the gender you were assigned 

at birth? 

● Yes 
● No 

 

This question will not be displayed if: 

1) Date of birth has been entered and the contributor is 
under 13 years old OR 

2) The individual has selected ‘Do not wish to disclose’ for 
Age  

Ethnic 

origin  

How would you describe your ethnic origin? 

 White 
o English / Welsh / Scottish / Northern Irish / British 
o Irish 
o Gypsy or Irish Traveller 
o Central and Eastern European 
o Any other White background 

 Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups  
o White and Black Caribbean 
o White and Black African 
o White and Asian 
o Any other Mixed / Multiple ethnic background 

 East Asian / East Asian British (including South East Asian / 
South East Asian British) 

o Chinese  
o Any other East Asian background 

 South Asian / South Asian British 
o Indian 
o Pakistani 
o Bangladeshi  
o Any other South Asian background 

 Black / African / Caribbean / Black British 
o African 
o Caribbean 
o Any other Black / African/ Caribbean background 

 Other ethnic group 
o Arab 
o Any other ethnic group 



Sexual 

orientation 

 

 

How would you describe your sexual orientation? 

● Heterosexual / Straight 
● Gay Man 
● Lesbian / Gay Woman 
● Bisexual 
● Other 
 

This question will not be displayed if: 

1) Date of birth has been entered and the contributor is 
under 13 years old OR 

2) The individual has selected ‘Do not wish to disclose’ for 
Age.  

Disability  

 

NB More 

than one 

disability 

can be 

selected 

Under the Equality Act, a disability is defined as any long-term 

impairment which has a substantial adverse effect on your ability 

to carry out day-to-day activities. Examples include conditions 

which affect your learning, mobility, physical coordination, mental 

health, speech, hearing or eyesight, as well as conditions such as 

diabetes and epilepsy which may normally be controlled via 

medication. 

 

Within the definition of the Equality Act, do you consider yourself 

to have a disability? 

● Yes 
● No 
 

If “Yes”: Please select which categories of disability apply to you 

(you may tick one or more categories): 

● Deaf or hard of hearing 
● Blind or visually impaired 
● Musculoskeletal (including coordination, dexterity, mobility, 

wheelchair-user) 
● Mental health (including serious depression, bipolarity) 
● Learning and cognitive disabilities (including dyslexia, Down’s 

Syndrome, autism) 
● Long-term illness or condition 
● Other (including but not limited to conditions such as cancer, 

diabetes, epilepsy, arthritis, asthmas, speech impairments and 
facial disfigurement) 
 

 

Additional 

options for 

each 

category 

● Prefer not to disclose  
 

  



APPENDIX 2:  Roles in Diamond (mandatory roles in green) 

On-screen roles (scripted On-screen roles (non-scripted) 

Lead Actor Presenter/Reporter 

Actor (Supporting Role) Voiceover/Narrator 

Background/Walk-On/Supporting Artist Main Contributor/Expert 

Stunt Performer Contributor/Interviewee 

Other On Screen (Scripted) Case Studies 

 Vox Pops 

 Other On Screen (Non-Scripted) 

Off-screen Roles  

Commissioning Editor Wardrobe Master/Mistress 

Commissioning Executive Senior Dresser 

Business Affairs Manager/Executive Wardrobe Assistant 

Dubbing Mixer  Wardrobe Supervisor 

Sound Recordist Costume Maker/Dress Maker 

Composer Costumer 

Other Sound and Audio  Lighting Designer 

Director of Photography Lighting Director 

Camera Operator Gaffer 

Digital Imaging Technician Lighting Console Operator 

Camera Supervisor  Production Electrician 

Focus Puller Rigger  

Hot Head Operator  Lighting Electrician 

Camera Assistant Lighting Cameraman 

Grip 
Other Lighting e.g. Best Boy, Generator Operator, 
Moving Light Technician, Rigging Gaffer 

Autocue/Prompt Operator  Chief Hairdresser 

EVS Operator  Hairdresser 

Vision Mixer Hairdressing Assistant 

Production Designer Makeup Supervisor 

Stage manager Make Up Artist 

Art Director Make Up Designer  

Assistant Art Director  Make Up Assistant 

Prop Buyer/Maker  Special Effects Make Up Assistant 

Set Designer Construction Manager 

Chief Costume Designer Chargehand Painter 

Costume Designer HOD Plasterer 

Costume Stylist Chargehand Carpenter 

Wardrobe Master/Mistress HOD Rigger 

Senior Dresser Prop Storeman 

Wardrobe Assistant Online Editor 

Wardrobe Supervisor Edit Producer/Director  

Costume Maker/Dress Maker Offline Editor 

Costumer Edit Assistant  



Series Editor (Post Production) Production Accountant 

Editor Assistant Production Accountant 

Colourist/Grader Unit Manager 

Graphic Designer Floor Manager 

Post Production Supervisor Assistant Floor Manager 

Visual Effects Supervisor  Celebrity Booker 

Visual Effects Technician  Logger  

Compositor  Data Wrangler  

Roto/Paint Artist  Production Secretary 

Matte Painter  Runner 

Director 1st Assistant Director 

OB Director 2nd Assistant Director 

Gallery Director  3rd Assistant Director 

Studio Director  Stunt Co-ordinator 

Producer Director Choreographer 

DV Director  Technical Manager 

Series Director Subject Matter Expert (Off Screen) 

Writer Special Effects Supervisor 

Producer Special Effects Technician 

Series Producer  

Series Editor (Editorial)   

Executive Producer  

Development Producer   

Associate/Assistant Producer  

Celebrity AP   

Gallery AP   

Archive Producer   

Script Producer  

Story Producer  

Celebrity Producer   

Line Producer  

Production  Executive  

Head of Production   

Production Manager  

Production Co-ordinator  

Junior Production Manager   

Production Assistant  

Archive Researcher   

Script Editor  

Continuity Supervisor   

Script Supervisor  

Researcher  

Casting Producer   

Locations Assistant   

Locations Manager  



 


